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HOLOCOM® ANNOUNCES STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
(SAN DIEGO – May 29, 2012) Holocom, the leader in protective distribution systems (PDS) for
SIPRNet and other government classified networks, announced a new distributor agreement with AccuTech® Corporation, a national distributor of active and passive networking components supporting voice,
data, security, video, and other applications. With this agreement, Accu-Tech becomes Holocom’s third
major stocking distributor for its security products to the department of defense and other federal
government agencies.
According to John Burns, Holocom CEO, “We were impressed by Accu-Tech’s nationwide coverage
with 35 strategically located stocking facilities and by their energetic management team. As the
government’s focus on cyber security continues to increase, Holocom must be prepared to provide critical
products quickly and efficiently. Accu-Tech is well-suited to help us accomplish that.”
“We are excited to partner with Holocom,” added Brad Allen, Accu-Tech’s director of government sales.
“With Accu-Tech’s expertise and experience in federal procurement regulations, cycles, and contracting,
we are poised to help Holocom build on its success in meeting the government’s strict security
requirements.”
This partnership is the latest in a series of expansion strategies for Holocom including relocation of its
Logistics Center and expansion of the company headquarters to a 10,000 square foot facility in San Diego
approximately one year ago. Holocom also entered into a partnership with Fiber SenSys of Hillsboro OR,
an Optex Group Company, earlier this year to offer the most cost-effective alarmed PDS solution by
combining Fiber SenSys’ proven and certified fiber-optic technology in combination with Holocom’s
industry standard PDS.
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About Holocom
Holocom is the leading manufacturer of protective distribution systems (PDS) for SIPRNet and other
networks transmitting highly sensitive data. The patented Holocom PDS provides a complete, end-to-end
solution including services tailored to meet individual customer requirements. Holocom owns an IP
portfolio protecting its secure enclosure systems which in turn protect mission-critical networks for all
branches of the military, federal agencies and private networks across the globe. Holocom is
headquartered in San Diego, CA with additional offices in Colorado Springs, CO and the Washington
D.C. area.
Holocom, Inc. is jointly owned by Scripps Ventures, Inc. and Patriot Scientific Corporation
(OTCBB: PTSC). For more information, visit www.holocom.com or call 888-HOLOCOM.

For more information, visit www.holocom.com or call 888-HOLOCOM.
Contact: Janet Lunn, Marketing Manager, 858-222-6430 ext. 104, jlunn@holocom.com
For more information on Accu-Tech Corporation, visit www.accu-tech.com
Contact: Brad Allen, Director of Government Sales, 757-523-4100 ext.102,
brad.allen@accu-tech.com
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Safe Harbor Statement: Statements herein which are not purely historical, including statements regarding
Patriot Scientific Corporation's intentions, hopes, beliefs, expectations, representations, projections,
plans or predictions of the future are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties
including, but not limited to, the risk that we may be unable to identify a buyer for PDSG, or in the event
a buyer is identified, consummate a sale of PDSG on terms that are acceptable to us. It is important to
note that the company's actual results could differ materially from those in any such forward-looking
statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially include, but are not limited to,
risks and uncertainties associated with the effect of changing economic conditions, trends in the products
markets, variations in the company's cash flow, market acceptance risks, patent litigation, technical
development risks, and seasonality. Our business could be affected by a number of other factors,
including the risk factors listed from time to time in the company's SEC reports including, but not limited
to, the annual report on Form 10-K for the year ended May 31, 2011. The company cautions investors not
to place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements contained herein. Patriot Scientific
Corporation disclaims any obligation, and does not undertake to update or revise any forward-looking
statements made herein.
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